
Chrome and Mirror
A GORILLA PAINT PRODUCT
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 CHROME AND MIRROR
Transform any object into a highly reflective chrome mirror finish.



Chrome and Mirror Introcduction
One of several ‘Gorilla Paint’ products that have a secret blend of unique 
chemicals to create a revolutionary paint like no other. Strong, resilient, 
tough and eco-friendly. This truly is an exceptional product.

 CHROME-IT has revolutionised the whole chrome and mirror process, 
making it easy to use with perfect results time and time again.  Years of 
development have culminated in new safe to use solutions that allow 
anyone to chrome objects or create Antique Mirrors and achieve a really 
professional finish.  The new chrome solutions are so good it is virtually 
impossible to make a mistake.

FENDI commissioned seventy (70) huge fibre glass  
balloons to be chromed for their London outlets.  
Each balloon was over 2mtrs in length.
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Chrome and Mirror Chrome IT
All types of glass including toughened/tempered can be transformed 
into100% reflective mirror, easily and with an exceptional quality. 

Add to this an extensive menu 
of Antique Mirror and Decorative 
Mirror effects and you have a 
product that offers great versatility 
in numerous market areas.

Porous Stone

Bronze Fracture

Lava Deep Lustre Charcoal Storm

Black Sky

Sculpture Saturn



Chrome and Mirror Chrome IT Machine
Creating exquisite chrome objects, antique and decorative mirrors could 
not be easier using our exclusive Chrome Spray Application System.  A 
compact machine that is affordable and easy to use.

Our Chrome-It Spray stations 
come with either a single or double 
gun system to allow two persons 
to work simultaneously. The 
equipment is user friendly and the 
unique chrome spray guns give 
excellent product transfer efficiency 
saving time and money. Full in 
house training, delivery, installation 
and after sales technical support is 
provided by our experienced staff. 
We supply everything necessary 
to create exceptional quality with a 
turnkey solution.

A range of different size dry back spray booths 
that are ideal for processing a whole range 
of different products from Antique Mirror to 
Champagne bottles. The booths are equipped 
with Infra-red heat lamps, drainage system to 
collect the excess water, overhead LED lights and 
turntable. Bespoke sizes are available.



Mirror Coat Mirror Spray
Mirror Spray is a unique highly reflective spray paint that will transform 
clear glass in to perfect mirror fnish. It can be applied to selective areas 
for decoration or full sheets.

Mirror Coat is extremely fast drying which eliminated the risk of dust inclusion. It can 
be applied to any type of glass including toughened / tempered and patterned using 
a conventional spray gun. Ideal for use in kitchens, bathrooms and wet rooms as the 
product is water / moisture and heat resistant.  It can even be used to repair scratched or 
damaged mirrors. Also available in an aerosol can.



Mirror Coat Antique Mirror Spray
Antique Mirror has become very fashionable, there is currently a huge 
demand for this unique and classic system with antique mirror effects
being used in many different interior decoration applications.

A range of antique mirror and decorative effects each with their own 
unique identity that are easily achieved using the specially prepared 
antique solutions. The antique solutions are available in a range of 
colours and are simply applied using a trigger spray bottle or aerosol 
can. They react naturally with each other resulting in a stunning range 
of effects. All of our antique solutions are non-hazardous and safe 
to use. Glass including toughened / tempered can be converted to 
‘real’ mirror. Antique mirror is ideal for use on curtain walling, kitchen 
Splashbacks, and is excellent in unsightly stair well’s adding elegance 
and reflecting light.

Antique Aerosol
Product Code. MC-AA-STG1

Silver Vein Contour Heavy Black 
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